ARMS - Risk Management System

ARMS Performance Module
GENERAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION

SUMMARY
ARMS performance module is designed for analyzing portfolios along position
groupings and market factor drivers. Standard or custom benchmarks can be used
for relative performance measures. An elaborate benchmark handling provides a new
dimension to portfolio analysis since it allows for decomposition of the benchmark in
the same way as the portfolio. Asset allocation and selection performance according
to the popular Brinson-model is available together with more customized ways of
splitting performance. Both natural splits such as asset class, instrument type, and
risk-factor type as well as custom splits can be presented both from an absolute
return and relative return perspective together with risk and stress testing.
In order to provide maximum flexibility in implementation and completeness, both
actual portfolio transactions and benchmarks can be imported as real instrument
transactions.
A simplified model for importing benchmark data will be available in order to present
benchmark returns as comparative index when individual constituents are not
available.
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TRANSACTION BASED ANALYSIS
ARMS performance module is based on transactions. Transactions can be loaded into
ARMS in a transaction specific XML format. Transactions should include information
about the position type transacted, the transaction details, and any dynamic portfolio
classifications. The purpose of the transaction is to provide information about when
it was done and to what terms. Additionally, for other purposes than performance
analysis, also settlement information, classifications etc can be provided in the same
way as in the current ARMS Position format.
Transactions can be transformed to positions either in a scheduled batch procedure
or dynamically in an ARMS desktop client. Server support will be provided to create
normalized starting positions and backward position recalculation. Audit trail will be
available for back dated transaction altering.
All transactions that comply with the minimum requirements of the XML schema will
be available for performance as well as risk analysis.
If detailed bookkeeping transactions can be provided per underlying security and
portfolio, correct profit and loss can be calculated at this level. If cash accounting only
can be provided on aggregated level the total performance can only be measured on
top portfolio level. Current actively performing assets will then be presented without
realized flows.
A compact transaction format for exchange traded instruments will be provided but
will require an available instrument definition database.
TRANSACTION-BASED BENCHMARK HANDLING
Handling of benchmark information will mimic the handling of ordinary transactions.
This will enable the user to configure benchmarks in a flexible and realistic manner.
By monitoring index constituents as actual transactions, it will be possible, ex ante,
to include cash positions in order to recreate a total return benchmark from a nonreinvesting index. It is also possible to provide dynamic transactions in a custom index
at the same time as real transactions are made.
In the same way as with regular transactions, a hierarchy of portfolios can be created
for each fund/client based on benchmark index portfolios. Index portfolios are stored
in a standardized stand-alone context. By using a multi-level portfolio benchmark
index, it is possible to split the performance attribution analysis on strategic (i.e. asset
class) level and tactical level (i.e. instrument level).
Benchmark portfolios can be created using the same type of instruments that can
be handled by ARMS for regular portfolios. This means that it is possible to create a
custom benchmark index using regular bonds and frn:s as well as indices having total
return features with corporate actions such as rights issues and spin-offs.
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PERFORMANCE VS BOOKKEEPING
In measuring performance on a year-to-date or period-to-period basis many choices
can be made as to what and how it should be calculated and defined.
ARMS is a typical front-office system in terms of how valuations are done. Given a
certain valuation date, ARMS will market value all positions using that day’s “market
state”. Using a strict market valuation concept will have implications for certain type
of transactions.
Bonds will be marked to market, or if market quotations are missing, marked to
peer group generic curves. (I.e. marked-to-model using generalized market values
coming from similar instruments.) This means that current accruals and market price
differences will both contribute to performance.
Similarly, a deposit transaction will perform according to its replacement cost i.e.
marked to market and not just interest accruals.
For equity related instruments and OTC transactions without intermediate cash-flows
the marked-to-market concept will have no material implication how the results can
be interpreted.
TOTAL RETURN, REALIZED AND UNREALIZED
Portfolio return can be presented at any native level of portfolio and for any period
of time. Portfolio performance can further be drilled down to current position level.
At the lowest level, performance can be presented as realized and unrealized in the
same type of instrument. Provided that information regarding cash reimbursements
relating to an instrument type has been provided, realized performance can include
such transactions on an “underlying” level.
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THEORETICAL AND MARKET VALUATIONS
Market valuations can be performed in many ways depending on the analysis at hand.
ARMS will provide a possibility to value any asset according to a listing of market
quoted prices. (I.e. last, mid, bid, ask). Also a pure theoretical valuation will be available
in the same way as ARMS prices positions using a stylized set of valuation and risk
factors.
Highlighting in the workspace where market prices are not valid is a practical feature.
PORTFOLIO/POSITION SPLITS
A number of pre-defined position splitting levels will be provided for aggregation of
performance in absolute and relative terms. Splitting positions commonly together
with a certain benchmark comes with a limitation on how many natural split types that
the benchmark is loaded with.
Typical natural common (absolute and relative) groups are:
•
•
•
•
•

Currency of position
Instrument type
Asset class type
Derivative vs. spot market instruments
Underlying instrument classification

Some additional position splits can be provided for both benchmark and portfolio
given that the benchmark can be updated with the information for all constituents. For
example, rating, sector, country.
In addition to the above natural split types that exist for both actual portfolio as well
as for the benchmark, an unlimited number of custom specific position / transaction
classifications are available. The custom classifications are position specific and must
be provided together with the transactions in a classification XML structure.
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Analysis based on custom specific classifications can only be provided in an absolute
return context.
Examples of custom classifications are:
•
•
•
•
•

Natural portfolio
Position strategy
Economic capital classification
Accounting headers
Counterparty

PRICE/RISK FACTOR SPLITS
All risk factors used in ARMS can be individually classified to an unlimited number of
classification categories. By default only risk factor class type is defined; (i.e. equity,
index, volatility, interest rate, credit spread, commodity, and fx).
All positions will be mapped to one or many of the risk factors available in ARMS. Since
also the benchmark constituents will be mapped to the appropriate risk factors (ideally
using a 1:1 mapping), a concurrent risk and performance analysis can be performed on
the portfolio and benchmark in any of the available risk factor classifications.
Typical custom risk factor classifications are:
•
•
•
•
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Maturity buckets
GICS sector classification
Country
Exchange trade vs over the counter pricing
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When performance is split on price/risk factors, individual and groups of risk factors do
not additively explain the entire performance of a position or portfolio. This is typical
for non-linear positions where there are interaction effects on the pricing function
between different risk factors. For example, an option has interaction effects between
underlying asset price and implied volatility. An additional “Interaction” classification
will be introduced in order for the performance to be additive. For risk measures like
Value-at-risk which is also a non-additive measure, the interaction factor can also be
interpreted as a diversification effect.

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SPLITS
Absolute risk and performance can also be calculated and presented in multidimensional splits. It is possible to create 2-dimensional position grouping splits and
2-dim factor-position splits. This is especially convenient when working with fixed
income products where the combination performance should be explained along the
maturity curve.

SERVER-SIDE CALCULATIONS
All performance metrics that can be calculated in the client can also be configured to
calculate and store in the result database for inclusion on performance reports etc.
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